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24Energy consumption is a perennial issue in the design of wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
25which typically rely on portable sources like batteries for power. Recent advances in ambi-
26ent energy harvesting technology have made it a potential and promising alternative
27source of energy for powering WSNs. By using energy harvesters with supercapacitors,
28WSNs are able to operate perpetually until hardware failure and in places where batteries
29are hard or impossible to replace. In this paper, we study the performance of different med-
30ium access control (MAC) schemes based on CSMA and polling techniques for WSNs which
31are solely powered by ambient energy harvesting using energy harvesters. We base the
32study on (i) network throughput (S), which is the rate of sensor data received by the sink,
33(ii) fairness index (F), which determines whether the bandwidth is allocated to each sensor
34node equally and (iii) inter-arrival time (c) which measures the average time difference
35between two packets from a source node. For CSMA, we compare both the slotted and uns-
36lotted variants. For polling, we first consider identity polling. Then we design a probabilis-
37tic polling protocol that takes into account the unpredictability of the energy harvesting
38process to achieve good performance. Finally, we present an optimal polling MAC protocol
39to determine the theoretical maximum performance. We validate the analytical models
40using extensive simulations incorporating experimental results from the characterization
41of different types of energy harvesters. The performance results show that probabilistic
42polling achieves high throughput and fairness as well as low inter-arrival times.
43� 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V.

44

45

46 1. Introduction

47 Current research on wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
48 [1], and more recently wireless multimedia sensor net-
49 works [2], have focused on extending network lifetime
50 [3] since they are powered using finite energy sources
51 (e.g., batteries). One way to extend the lifetime of sensor

52networks is to replenish the energy source by replacing
53batteries. However, physical and environmental con-
54straints may restrict the ability to replace the batteries or
55retrieve the batteries to do so. Moreover, battery-powered
56WSNs are inappropriate for some applications due to
57environmental concerns arising from the risk of battery
58leakage.
59In comparison, in Wireless Sensor Networks Powered by
60Ambient Energy Harvesting (which we refer to as WSN-
61HEAP in this paper), each sensor node is equipped with
62one or more energy harvesting devices to harvest ambient
63energy such as light, vibration, heat and wind from the
64environment, and an energy storage device to store the
65harvested energy. The main hardware differences between

1570-8705/$ - see front matter � 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V.
doi:10.1016/j.adhoc.2010.07.014
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International Wireless Internet Conference (WICON), November 2008.
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66 a battery-powered wireless sensor node and WSN-HEAP
67 node are illustrated in Fig. 1.
68 The energy characteristics of a WSN-HEAP node are dif-
69 ferent from that of a battery-powered sensor node, as illus-
70 trated in Fig. 2. In a battery-powered node, the total energy
71 reduces with time and the sensor node can operate until
72 the energy level reaches an unusable level. Since the en-

73ergy harvesting rates achievable with WSN-HEAP devices
74in the market today are much lower than the power con-
75sumption for node operation (sensing, processing and
76communication), harvested energy is accumulated in a
77storage device until a certain level before the node can
78operate. The process is repeated when the energy is de-
79pleted, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Since storage devices such
80as supercapacitors offer virtually unlimited recharge cy-
81cles, WSN-HEAP can potentially operate for very long peri-
82ods of time (years or even decades) without the need to
83replenish its energy manually.
84The above characteristics of WSN-HEAP render it suit-
85able for many sensing applications including structural
86health monitoring [4,5], where (i) energy may be harvested
87from ambient sources (e.g., vibration, light, heat, wind) to
88power each device; (i) monitoring is active (i.e., data is
89sensed periodically by each node and forwarded to the
90sink); and (iii) it is often infeasible (with sensors embed-
91ded into structures in buildings) or hazardous (with sen-
92sors welded into structures at construction sites) to
93replace batteries.
94To achieve adequate, fair and timely monitoring, appro-
95priate medium access control (MAC) is needed to coordi-

Fig. 1. Battery-operated versus energy harvesting sensor node.

Fig. 2. Energy characteristics of different energy sources.

Fig. 3. Charging cycles of WSN-HEAP nodes.
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96 nate the transmission of each WSN-HEAP node. The main
97 challenge is that the time taken to charge up the sensor
98 node to a useful level varies because of environmental fac-
99 tors as well as the type and size of the energy harvesters

100 used. Moreover, WSN-HEAP nodes are only awake inter-
101 mittently and for a short period of time. These unique char-
102 acteristics render the direct application of many MAC
103 protocols proposed for battery-powered WSNs unsuitable
104 or non-optimal for use in WSN-HEAP.
105 In this paper, we consider MAC protocols for WSN-
106 HEAP. This paper has two main contributions. The first
107 main contribution is the performance analysis of existing
108 MAC schemes when adapted for use in WSN-HEAP in a sin-
109 gle-hop scenario. Our analysis focuses on (i) network
110 throughput (S), which is the rate at which the sink receives
111 data from all the sensor nodes; (ii) fairness (F), which
112 determines if each node receives an equal share of the
113 bandwidth; and (iii) inter-arrival time (c), which gives
114 the average time delay between the arrival of two succes-
115 sive packets from the same source at the sink. Our analysis
116 uses the average value of a variable (e.g., average charging
117 rate) wherever possible which is a methodology commonly
118 used in the performance analysis of computer systems.
119 This is because from our empirical measurements, the en-
120 ergy charging characteristics do not follow well-known
121 statistical distributions that lead to tractable analysis,
122 therefore using stochastic analysis is difficult. We validate
123 our analysis by comparing numerical predictions with sim-
124 ulation results using empirical charging times taken from
125 our experiments. The second contribution is the design
126 and analysis of a probabilistic polling algorithm that spe-
127 cifically exploits the unpredictability of the energy har-
128 vesting process to achieve high throughput and fairness
129 as well as low inter-arrival times in WSN-HEAP. We vali-
130 date our analytical models by comparing the numerical
131 predictions with simulation results. To the best of our
132 knowledge, our work is the first comprehensive study of
133 the impact of different MAC protocols on network perfor-
134 mance in wireless sensor networks that are solely powered
135 using energy harvesters.
136 The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
137 2, we review some work on energy harvesting technologies
138 and their application in sensor networks, as well as MAC
139 protocols. In Section 3, we empirically characterize com-
140 mercial energy harvesting devices in order to derive realis-
141 tic deployment scenarios as well as traffic and energy
142 models for WSN-HEAP. We also present relevant perfor-
143 mance metrics, as well as various CSMA-based and poll-
144 ing-based MAC protocols for WSN-HEAP in Section 4.
145 Next, we design an improved form of polling using proba-
146 bilistic methods in Section 5. The performance results and
147 comparison of various MAC protocols are presented in Sec-
148 tion 6. We conclude the paper in Section 7. The notations
149 used in this paper are summarized in Table 1.

150 2. Related work

151 Most sensor nodes used in WSNs today rely on a limited
152 energy source like primary batteries to operate. One at-
153 tempt [6] to solve the energy problem is to make use of

154some mobile sensor nodes to deliver energy to other sen-
155sor nodes. Another solution that has been adopted is to
156make use of sensor nodes that rely on energy harvesting
157devices [7,8] for power. Combining low-power electronics,
158energy harvesting devices and supercapacitors, it is possi-
159ble to implement WSN-HEAP in applications like structural
160health monitoring of civil infrastructures, where the sen-
161sors need to be embedded and operate for very long dura-
162tions, from years to decades.
163Some examples of sensor nodes using energy harvesters
164have been deployed in testbeds. For example, in [9], 557
165solar-powered sensor nodes have been used to evaluate ro-
166bust multi-target tracking algorithms. Other solar-pow-
167ered sensor network testbeds are illustrated in [10,11].
168Energy harvesting wireless sensors have also been devel-
169oped for monitoring the structures of aircraft [12]. There
170are also commercially available sensor nodes which rely
171on ambient energy harvesting for power. The devices
172developed by Microstrain [13] harvest and use energy from
173two sources, viz. solar and mechanical energy.
174To date, none of these efforts address issues related to
175the networking aspects of WSNs. Instead, the focus is on
176the efficiency and viability of the energy harvesting meth-
177od. Furthermore, most of the reported work focused on
178harvesting energy to supplement battery-power while we
179focus on using the harvested energy as the only energy
180source. However, for interrupt-driven or event-driven
181WSN applications, it might not be practical in some scenar-
182ios to depend solely on the energy harvester alone. In these
183scenarios, the energy harvester is used only to recharge the

Table 1
Notations used in the paper.

Symbol Denotes

Erx Energy required to receive a data packet
Eta Energy required to change state (from receive to transmit

or from transmit to receive)
Etx Energy required to send a data packet
Ef Energy of a fully charged sensor node
F Fairness
n Number of sensor nodes in the network
pc Contention probability in probabilistic polling
Prx Power needed when the sensor is in receive state
Pta Power needed to switch from receive to transmit or from

transmit to receive
Ptx Power needed when the sensor is in transmit state
R Per-node throughput of each sensor
S Network throughput
sack Size of an acknowledgment packet from the sink
sd Size of a data packet
sp Size of a polling packet
tcca Time taken to determine whether the channel is clear or

not
tpoll Time to send a polling packet
ts Time of a transmission slot in the slotted CSMA model
ttx Time to send a data packet
trx_tx Hardware turnaround time from receive state to transmit

state
ttx_rx Hardware turnaround time from transmit state to receive

state
a Transmission rate of the sensor
k Average energy harvesting rate
c Average inter-arrival time between packets from the

same source
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184 battery when energy is available from the environment.
185 Our work on probabilistic polling is also applicable to these
186 scenarios when the nodes wake up asynchronously to re-
187 port readings to the sink.
188 While many MAC protocols have been designed for
189 wireless sensor networks, they are not optimized for the
190 energy characteristics of WSN-HEAP where nodes cannot
191 control their wakeup schedules as the energy charging
192 times are dependent on environmental conditions. Wire-
193 less MAC protocols can be classified into two categories,
194 centralized MAC with a coordinator and distributed MAC.
195 Centralized MAC protocols, like polling [14,15], require a
196 centralized coordinator to determine the order of trans-
197 missions. Distributed MAC protocols like CSMA require
198 nodes to coordinate the transmissions among themselves.
199 In [16], sleep and wakeup schedules are proposed to re-
200 duce energy usage and prolong network lifetime at the ex-
201 pense of longer delays. Since these schemes assume the
202 use of batteries in their scenarios, energy conservation
203 therefore is a key consideration. Sleep and wakeup algo-
204 rithms have also been designed for sensor networks with
205 energy harvesters. The performance of different sleep and
206 wakeup strategies based on factors such as channel state,
207 battery state and environmental factors are analyzed in
208 [17] and game theory is used to find the optimal parame-
209 ters for a sleep and wakeup strategy to tradeoff between
210 packet blocking and dropping probabilities [18]. However,
211 they assume the use of a TDMA-based wireless access sys-
212 tem and the impact of different MAC protocols on network
213 performance is not analyzed.
214 Sift [19] is another protocol designed for event-driven
215 sensor networks to minimize collisions in a slotted CSMA
216 system. Another class of MAC protocols which use code
217 assignments is used in DS-UWB wireless networks [20].
218 However, code assignment as well as the complexity of
219 encoding and decoding are open problems in sensor
220 networks with limited processing resources. An optimal
221 transmission policy [21] can be used to achieve better per-
222 formance when the data generated is of different priorities.
223 Our approach differs in the following ways: (i) we con-
224 sider active monitoring where each sensor node has equal
225 priority and would send sensor data to the sink whenever
226 it accumulates enough energy, making Sift unsuitable for
227 use in our scenario; (ii) in our scenario, ambient energy
228 is harvested which makes the optimal use of this ambient
229 energy to maximize throughput and minimize delays, in-
230 stead of energy conservation, our key considerations; and
231 (iii) we conduct an empirical characterization of energy
232 harvester sensor devices, and demonstrate that energy

233harvesting times exhibit temporal and spatial fluctuations,
234are spatially and temporally uncorrelated, are technology-
235dependent, and duty cycles are very low (less than 10%).
236The latter observation renders predictive approaches
237needed in sleep and wakeup algorithms difficult to realize
238in practice.
239In [22], we evaluated various CSMA-based and polling-
240based MAC protocols in terms of throughput, and proposed
241a probabilistic polling mechanism to overcome the limita-
242tions of the former protocols in WSN-HEAP. We extend the
243work in this paper by (i) considering fairness; (ii) investi-
244gating the impact of the maximum backoff window on
245unslotted MAC; (iii) deriving the upper bound on the
246achievable performance of polling schemes; and (iv) pro-
247viding a more in-depth analysis of probabilistic polling
248and the performance tradeoffs with other schemes, based
249on simulation parameters obtained from empirical charac-
250terization of commercial energy harvesting nodes.

2513. Characterization of WSN-HEAP

252In this paper, our main focus is to develop and evaluate
253MAC protocols for WSN-HEAP for active monitoring appli-
254cations such as structural health monitoring. For an accu-
255rate evaluation, we first need to define a realistic model
256for WSN-HEAP. We do so by empirically characterizing
257the (i) radio behavior as well as (ii) traffic and energy
258harvesting characteristics of solar [23] and thermal [24]
259energy harvesting nodes that use the MSP430 microcon-
260troller and CC2500 radio transceiver from Texas Instru-
261ments (TI), as shown in Fig. 4.
262The sensor node development kit [23] we use consists
263of a solar panel optimized for indoor use, two eZ430-
264RF2500T target boards and one AAA battery pack. The tar-
265get board comprises the TI MSP430 microcontroller,
266CC2500 radio transceiver and an on-board antenna. The
267CC2500 radio transceiver operates in the 2.4 GHz band
268with data rate of 250 kbps and is designed for low power
269wireless applications. The harvested energy is stored in
270EnerChip, a thin-film rechargeable energy storage device
271with low self-discharge manufactured by Cymbet.
272The experimental setup comprises one or more trans-
273mitters (with transmission power fixed at 1 dBm) and a re-
274ceiver (sink) connected to a laptop as shown in Fig. 5a and
275b. The battery pack is used for powering the target board at
276the transmitter in the radio characterization tests. For the
277traffic and energy characterization, a TI evaluation board
278is used at the receiver as a sniffer to overhear packet trans-

Fig. 4. Energy harvesting sensor nodes using MSP430 microcontroller and CC2500 transceiver from Texas Instruments.
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279 missions from the transmitter and record their timings
280 accurately.

281 3.1. Radio characterization

282 To quantify the maximum transmission range, we
283 transmit 1000 packets in an open field using the experi-
284 mental setup shown in Fig. 6a, and measure the ratio of
285 successful receptions (packet delivery ratio or PDR) at dif-
286 ferent transmitter–receiver distances. Each packet consists
287 of 40 bytes of data (the current maximum value allowed
288 due to software issues) with an additional 11 bytes of
289 headers, therefore each data packet is 51 bytes. The results
290 are shown in Fig. 6b.
291 To reduce the physical layer overhead, we may want to
292 increase the size of the data packet. Using bit error rate
293 (BER) at different transmitter–receiver distances from the
294 empirical measurements, we can obtain the PDR and trans-
295 mission range for different packet sizes. For example, the
296 PDR results for 100 bytes packets are shown in the same
297 graph. Although the observed PDR at shorter transmitter–

298receiver distances is sometimes lower than that at longer
299distances, the general trend is that the PDR (link quality)
300degrades gradually with distance, but falls sharply beyond
30170 m.

3023.2. Traffic and energy characterization

303When the transmitter is powered by the solar or ther-
304mal energy harvester, its stored energy is low initially.
305After some energy harvesting (charging) time, when en-
306ough energy has been harvested and accumulated in the
307energy storage device, the power supply for the microcon-
308troller and transceiver will be switched on. Then, the trans-
309mitter will continuously broadcast data packets until the
310energy is depleted after which the microcontroller and
311transceiver will be turned off. The energy storage device
312will start to accumulate energy again and the process is re-
313peated in the next cycle as illustrated in Fig. 3.
314We characterize the traffic and energy model of each
315harvesting device by deploying the setup in various scenar-
316ios and recording the charging time as well as the number

Receiver

Transmitter

Receiver

Transmitter

Fig. 5. Experimental setup.

Transmitter on a
stand

Receiver on a
stand

Fig. 6. Radio characterization in open field.
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317 of packets transmitted in each cycle. Some of the scenarios
318 that we use are shown in Table 2.
319 Fig. 8 illustrate the probability density functions (pdf) of
320 the charging times under different scenarios obtained from
321 1000 charge cycles. The pdf describes the relative likeli-
322 hood for the charging time to occur within a given time
323 interval and the probability in any time interval is given
324 by the integral of its density over the interval. The number
325 of transmitted packets per cycle (npkt) ranges from 17 to 19
326 packets with an average of 17.97 packets. For the outdoor
327 solar energy harvester, the average charging time de-
328 creases when light intensity increases (scenario 2). For
329 the indoor solar energy harvester, the results show that
330 there is greater variation (higher standard deviation) in

331the charging time required for each charge cycle when
332the sensor node is further away from the light source. A
333summary of the energy harvesting characteristics obtained
334from these experiments is given in Table 3. The bin size re-
335fers to the data range for each interval for the histogram. It
336depends on minimum and maximum charging time as well
337as the number of intervals required. We have chosen the
338bin size such that the distribution of the charging time
339can be observed clearly from the histogram. The duty cycle
340(j) refers to the time in which the node is in active state
341where it is transmitting data packets. It can be computed
342by

j ¼ npktttx

npktttx þ tc
; ð1Þ

344344

345where npkt is the average number of packets transmitted
346per charging cycle, tc is the average charging time for each
347cycle and ttx is the time taken for a packet transmission. For
348a packet size, sd, of 51 bytes used in our radio characteriza-
349tion tests, and data rate, a of 250 kbps, the packet trans-
350mission time, ttx is 1.632 ms. The energy harvesting rate
351can be obtained by considering the total energy consumed
352during node operation given by

Etotal ¼ npktPtxttx: ð2Þ 354354

355Then the energy harvesting rate can be computed using

k ¼ Etotal

tc þ npktttx
: ð3Þ

357357

358Upon visual inspections, the histograms suggest that
359the distributions can be modeled using normal distribu-
360tions. We carry out statistical tests using the chi-square

Transmitter
Fluorescent Lamp

Thermal
Energy

Harvester

Fig. 7. Placement of energy harvesters for energy measurements.

Table 2
Scenarios for characterization of traffic and energy model.

Scenario
no.

Type of
energy
harvester

Location

1 Outdoor
solar

Outdoors, 10 am (average light intensity
of 27,000 lux)

2 Outdoor
solar

Outdoors, 11 am (average light intensity
of 42,000 lux)

3 Indoor
solar

Directly under a 28 W fluorescent lamp
(light intensity of 20,000 lux) (Fig. 7a)

4 Indoor
solar

1 m under a 28 W fluorescent lamp (light
intensity of 1600 lux)

5 Indoor
solar

2 m under a 28 W fluorescent lamp (light
intensity of 700 lux)

6 Thermal Mounted on a CPU heat sink inside a
computer (Fig. 7b) (temperature gradient
of 45 �C)
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Fig. 8. Probability density functions of charging times in different scenarios.
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361 goodness-of-fit test [25]. We divide the data into 52 (expo-
362 nential) or 53 intervals (uniform and normal) so that the
363 degrees of freedom is 50. At the 0.05 level of significance,
364 the critical value v2

0:05;50 is 67.5. The null hypothesis that
365 the charging time conforms to the distributional assump-
366 tion is rejected if the computed v2 value exceeds 67.5.
367 Other than testing for normal distribution, we also com-
368 pute the v2 values for exponential and uniform distribu-
369 tions as shown in Table 4. As expected, the v2 values for
370 exponential and uniform are large, indicating that they
371 do not fit these distributions at all. Although the v2 values
372 for the normal distribution are smaller, only scenario 3 fits
373 the normal distribution from the statistical tests. There-
374 fore, since the empirical measurements do not fit any of
375 these well-known distributions well, we have used actual
376 charging time measurements in our simulations to reflect
377 actual performance.
378 Next, we investigate the temporal and spatial variation
379 of energy harvesting, and quantify the level of time corre-
380 lation in charging time across charging cycles.

381 � Temporal variation: For scenario 1, we plot the average
382 energy harvesting rate obtained at 1-min intervals for
383 measurements collected over 30 min in Fig. 9. The light
384 intensity during this period was from 5000 lux to
385 40,000 lux. We observe that the average energy har-
386 vesting rate changes over time, decreasing (increasing)
387 when light intensity decreases (increases).

388� Spatial variation: For scenarios 1 and 4, we fixed the
389position of one node, and position the second node
390within a radius of 1 m. For each placement, we compute
391the average harvesting rate over 10 min, and plot them
392in Fig. 10a and b. We observe that the energy harvesting
393rates exhibit spatial variation. To determine whether
394there is any correlation in harvesting rates between
395the two nodes, we use the Spearman rank correlation
396coefficient [25] given by

rs ¼ 1� 6
Pn

i¼1d2
i

nðn2 � 1Þ ; ð4Þ
398398

399where di is the difference between the ranks assigned to
400variables X and Y and n is the number of pairs of data. An
401rs value of 1 indicate perfect correlation while an rs value
402of close to zero would conclude that the variables are
403uncorrelated. Since there are six pairs of data, the critical
404value of rs at 5% significance level is 0.829 obtained from
405statistical tables. The values of rs for the outdoor and the
406indoor solar energy harvesters are 1.00 and 0.60 respec-
407tively. This means that the readings between nodes for

Table 3
Charging time statistics for scenarios 1–6.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Minimum charging time (ms) 270.27 257.01 1208.63
Maximum charging time (ms) 2518.26 538.32 1286.12
Average charging time (ms), tc 547.23 m 343.31 1266.10
Standard deviation (ms) 309.63 41.94 8.12
Bin size in Fig. 8 (ms) 40 10 5
Average time to harvest energy to send one packet (ms) 30.45 19.10 70.46
Duty cycle (%) 5.09 7.87 2.26
Average energy harvesting rate (mW) 4.75 7.35 2.11

Scenario 4 Scenario 5 Scenario 6

Minimum charging time (ms) 4753.88 7470.19 1818.71
Maximum charging time (ms) 6734.70 12279.66 2422.81
Average charging time (ms), tc 5854.37 9655.25 1980.46
Standard deviation (ms) 340.34 623.37 105.14
Bin size in Fig. 8 (ms) 50 100 10
Average time to harvest energy to send one packet (ms) 325.79 537.30 110.21
Duty cycle (%) 0.50 0.30 1.46
Average energy harvesting rate (mW) 0.47 0.28 1.36

Table 4
v2 values for different scenarios.

Scenario Uniform
distribution

Exponential
distribution

Normal
distribution

Scenario 1 3782.9 2047.0 1307.4
Scenario 2 990.9 5239.0 154.2
Scenario 3 1757.6 38239.9 32.4
Scenario 4 842.7 12364.7 164.8
Scenario 5 2340.8 14634.0 2428.1
Scenario 6 2227.2 20250.9 731.2

Fig. 9. Average charging times of the node in different time intervals.
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408 the outdoor energy harvesters are correlated while that for
409 indoor solar energy harvesters are not strongly correlated.
410 This is because for the outdoor energy harvester, the en-
411 ergy source is mainly from the sun while for indoor energy
412 harvesters, there are many sources of energy from various
413 fluorescent lamps in the room therefore readings are less
414 likely to be correlated.
415 � Time correlation: For each scenario, we compute the
416 autocorrelation values for charging times recorded in
417 different charging intervals. Fig. 11 shows the results
418 for the various scenarios. The autocorrelation values
419 lie between �1 and 1 with 0 indicating no correlation,
420 1 indicating perfect correlation and �1 indicating per-
421 fect anti-correlation. The four horizontal lines indicate
422 95% and 99% confidence intervals for the correlation
423 tests. From the graphs, we observe that the charging
424 time in different intervals are either uncorrelated or
425 weakly correlated, depending on the scenario and the
426 time interval.
427

428 From the experimental results, we can conclude the en-
429 ergy harvesting rate of each node depends on the energy
430 harvester used (indoor solar, outdoor solar or thermal),
431 the location of the energy harvester as well as the time
432 of the day (for outdoor solar cells).

433 4. MAC for WSN-HEAP

434 In this section, we begin by defining a realistic deploy-
435 ment scenario as well as traffic and energy model for
436 WSN-HEAP according to the results in Section 3. Next,
437 we define performance metrics for evaluating the efficacy
438 of MAC protocols for active monitoring applications using
439 WSN-HEAP. Following this, we describe CSMA-based and
440 polling-based MAC protocols for WSN-HEAP.

441 4.1. Deployment scenario

442 In [4], a network architecture consisting of one sink
443 with many WSN-HEAP nodes is proposed for structural

444health monitoring. This type of architecture is the focus
445of this paper. We consider a single-hop network scenario
446consisting of n WSN-HEAP nodes that can transmit data di-
447rectly to a sink, which is a data collection point which is
448connected to power mains, and therefore does not need
449to be charged. Based on an empirical maximum transmis-
450sion range of 70 m (c.f., Section 3.1), we consider a 50 m by
45150 m deployment area for the WSN-HEAP.

4524.2. Traffic and energy model

453Unlike event-driven monitoring applications (e.g.,
454intrusion detection) where data dissemination is only trig-
455gered upon the detection of abnormalities, sensed data is
456continuously being disseminated periodically to the sink.
457In the case of WSN-HEAP, this occurs whenever sufficient
458energy has been accumulated in the node. In this paper,
459we have used a charge-and-spend strategy where the node
460will go into receive state immediately after enough energy
461has been accumulated. While there are other energy mod-
462els (e.g., duty cycling in [26]) possible, we adopt this model
463because

464� It is simple to implement in practice. The node will
465monitor its energy storage and once the accumulated
466energy crosses the threshold, the node will turn on its
467processor and transceiver. This reduces the complexity
468of the circuit required compared to other energy models
469that may require more complex energy management
470schemes.
471� The capacity of the energy storage device is limited,
472therefore excess harvested energy is wasted if they can-
473not utilized. A charge-and-spend strategy will minimize
474this problem.
475� The delay will be minimized since a data packet will be
476sent to the sink once enough energy is accumulated.
477This is especially important for real-time monitoring
478or target-tracking applications where the time in which
479the data is sent to the sink is crucial. These applications
480include fire monitoring or intruder detection systems
481where the sensor data becomes less useful over time.

Fig. 10. Average charging times of nodes in the same region.
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Fig. 11. Autocorrelation function of charging times in different scenarios.
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482 � We do not need to predict the amount of energy that
483 can be harvested in future. This reduces computational
484 costs as well as prediction errors when the actual
485 amount of harvested energy is more or less than the
486 predicted amount of harvested energy, leading to sub-
487 optimal performance.
488 � We can reduce leakage (measured in [27]) by minimiz-
489 ing the amount of stored energy in the energy storage
490 device, therefore this is beneficial to use the harvested
491 energy once enough energy has been accumulated.
492

493 To maximize the availability of monitoring system, we
494 attempt to transmit only one data packet in each cycle in-
495 stead of multiple packets. Accordingly, our traffic and en-
496 ergy model is shown in Fig. 12.
497 We model the energy charging time in each charge cy-
498 cle, i.e., the time needed to charge up the capacitor to the
499 required energy level (Ef) as a continuous and independent
500 random variable. We evaluate the average energy harvest-
501 ing rate, k, according to the values in Table 3 as follows:
502 The current draw for the node is 24.2 mA and 27.9 mA
503 for receiving and transmitting (at 1 dBm) respectively as
504 measured in [28] while the output voltage is 3 V. Accord-
505 ingly, the power consumption for reception and transmis-
506 sion are Prx = 72.6 mW and Ptx = 83.7 mW respectively.

507 4.3. Performance metrics

508 A MAC protocol determines how the common wireless
509 medium is shared among all the WSN-HEAP nodes. To
510 compare the performance of different MAC protocols that
511 are used in WSN-HEAP, we have identified three important
512 performance metrics which are the network throughput
513 (S), fairness index (F) and inter-arrival time (c). We define
514 Ri to be the rate of data packets received from sensor node
515 i. S is defined to be the rate of data packets received from
516 the sink and computed using

S ¼
Xn

i¼1

Ri:
518518

519 Our analysis assumes that packet losses are only due to
520 collisions between two or more sending nodes and not due
521 to poor channel conditions. Therefore, the throughput ob-
522 tained from the analysis is an upper bound on the actual

523throughput possible since there would be packet losses
524due to weak signals when the channel conditions are poor.
525While high R and S are important in the evaluation of any
526MAC protocol, achieving high fairness is also essential for
527active monitoring applications to ensure that sensed data
528from every sensor is received by the sink in sufficient
529quantities to be analyzed. We quantify this using Jain’s
530fairness metric [29], which is defined as

F ¼
Pn

i¼1Ri
� �2

n
Pn

i¼1R2
i

� � : ð5Þ
532532

533F is bounded between 0 and 1. If the sink receives the same
534amount of data from all the sensor nodes, F is 1. If the sink
535receives data from only one node, then F ? 0 as n ?1.
536Unlike traditional wireless sensor networks where
537users can specify a specific data packet sending rate, pack-
538ets can only be sent when the WSN-HEAP node has accu-
539mulated enough energy. Therefore, the inter-arrival time,
540c, of the successive data packets from each source depends
541on the charging characteristics of the energy harvesters.

5424.4. Slotted CSMA for WSN-HEAP

543We first consider a modified version of a slotted CSMA
544protocol which is used in IEEE 802.11 [30] and 802.15.4
545[31] networks. In the slotted CSMA model, there are three
546states in which a node could be in, as illustrated by the
547state transition diagram in Fig. 13a. They are the charging,
548carrier sensing and transmit states. In the charging state, the
549processor and transceiver of the node are powered down to
550accumulate energy. In the carrier sensing (transmit) state,
551the processor is active and the transceiver is in receive
552(transmit) mode.
553In the slotted form of the CSMA protocol, we denote the
554hardware turnaround time from receive to transmit and
555vice versa by trx_tx and ttx_rx respectively. We define the
556hardware turnaround time, tta, as the larger of trx_tx or ttx_rx,
557i.e.,

tta ¼maxðtrx tx; ttx rxÞ: 559559

560We let the duration of each slot be ts where ts = tta + ttx. A
561sensor would only transmit its data packet when the ongo-
562ing transmission in the current slot has ended. If there is no
563transmission in the current slot by any sensor, the sink

Fig. 12. Energy model of a WSN-HEAP node.
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564 would transmit a synchronization packet in that slot. To
565 simplify our analysis, we set the size of the synchroniza-
566 tion packet such that the end of transmission time of the
567 synchronization packet coincides with the end of that slot.
568 The data transmission timings are illustrated in Fig. 13b
569 which shows that data are sent by the sensors in the 1st,
570 2nd and 4th transmission slots while the sink would trans-
571 mit a synchronization packet in the 3rd and 5th slots once
572 it detects no sensor has transmitted in that slot. The time
573 taken to determine whether the channel is idle or not
574 when it transits into the carrier sensing state is denoted
575 by tcca.
576 A cycle starts when the sensor goes into the charging
577 state and ends when it leaves the transmit state. When
578 the stored energy of the sensor reaches a predetermined
579 amount of energy denoted by Ef, it wakes up and goes into
580 the carrier sensing state to wait for the start of the next
581 time slot. At the beginning of the next time slot, it will
582 go into the transmit state and start sending its sensed data
583 to the sink. This is illustrated in Fig. 13c.
584 From our analysis in [22], if the average energy harvest-
585 ing rate for all nodes is k, the per-node throughput, R, is gi-
586 ven by:

R ¼ k½ð0:5ts þ tccaÞPrx þ Eta þ Etx � kts�n�1

½ð0:5ts þ tccaÞPrx þ Eta þ Etx�n
; ð6Þ

588588

589 from which the network throughput is given by:

S ¼ nk½ð0:5ts þ tccaÞPrx þ Eta þ Etx � kts�n�1

½ð0:5ts þ tccaÞPrx þ Eta þ Etx�n
: ð7Þ

591591

592 Finally, the inter-arrival time is given by:

c ¼ 1
R
: ð8Þ594594

5954.5. Unslotted CSMA for WSN-HEAP

596Another variant of CSMA protocols is the unslotted ver-
597sion where transmissions do not have to be aligned to
598slots. For the unslotted CSMA protocol, there are five states
599in which a sensor could be in as illustrated by the state
600transition diagram in Fig. 14a. They are the charging, carrier
601sensing, receive, idle and transmit states. Initially, the sensor
602is uncharged so it would be in the charging state. When the
603energy stored reaches Ef, it goes into the carrier sensing
604state to determine whether the channel is free. If the chan-
605nel is free, it transmits the data packet. Then, it moves into
606the receive state to wait for an acknowledgment (ACK)
607packet of size sack from the sink. After receiving the ACK
608packet from the sink, it returns to the charging state.
609Fig. 14c illustrates the energy model for a successful data
610transmission if the channel is free at the first carrier sens-
611ing attempt.
612If the channel is busy, it performs a backoff and goes
613back into the charging state. If the energy stored reaches
614Ef but the sensor has not reached the end of its backoff per-
615iod, then it remains in the idle state until the end of the
616backoff period, after which it goes into the carrier sensing
617state. The energy model when backoffs are needed is
618shown in Fig. 14d. The average backoff period is doubled
619under two situations as shown in the flowchart in
620Fig. 14b. The first situation is when it senses that the chan-
621nel is not free. The second situation is when it does not re-
622ceive an ACK from the sink after transmitting a data packet.
623The average backoff time is doubled after every backoff at-
624tempt by increasing the backoff exponent (BE) until it
625reaches maxBE. Each backoff duration ranges from one unit
626backoff period to a maximum of 2maxBE unit backoff peri-
627ods. Each unit backoff period is 320 ls which is the dura-
628tion of a time slot specified in IEEE 802.15.4 standards

Fig. 13. Slotted CSMA protocol.
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629 [31]. In each backoff period, the node would be recharged
630 until sufficient energy (Ef) is accumulated.

631 4.6. ID polling for WSN-HEAP

632 Polling is a common MAC protocol used in single-hop
633 wireless networks comprising a sink and sensor nodes
634 which are assigned a unique ID each. The sink will trans-
635 mit a polling packet containing the ID of the sensor to be
636 polled, and the polled sensor will respond with a packet

637transmission. If the sink can anticipate the state of the
638sensor, it can determine the polling ID based on a pre-
639dictable schedule. However, as shown in Section 3, the
640energy charging times exhibit large fluctuations and are
641uncorrelated in both time and space. Hence, in this paper,
642the polling ID is randomly chosen from the set of all n
643nodes.
644If the sensor being polled is in the receive state, it will
645send its sensed data to the sink after it receives the polling
646packet. However, it will not be polled again in the next poll

Fig. 14. Unslotted CSMA protocol.
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647 since it will be in the charging state, and the sink will not
648 be able to get a response. The state transition diagram as
649 shown in Fig. 15a is similar to that of the slotted CSMA pro-
650 tocol. However, there is a new possible transition from the
651 receive state to the charging state since the sensor has to
652 recharge if its ID does not match the ID values in the poll-
653 ing packets it receives in the receive period.
654 Each polling packet is separated from a data packet by
655 tta which is the time required for the sink and the polled
656 sensor node to change states. For an unsuccessful poll,
657 there is a minimum separation of (2tta + tcca) between
658 two successive polling packets which is the time required
659 to determine whether there is any response from the sen-
660 sor before another polling packet is sent, as illustrated in
661 Fig. 15b. If the sensor is not being polled by the sink and
662 its energy level falls below the energy required to transmit
663 one packet, the sensor will need to harvest additional en-
664 ergy until the total energy reaches Ef. The energy model
665 is illustrated in Fig. 15c.
666 From our preliminary work in [22], the per-node net-
667 work throughput is given by

R ¼ prx

n½T þ prxttx þ ð1� prxÞtcca�
; ð9Þ

669669

670 where T = tpoll + 2tta, tpoll is the time taken to transmit a
671 polling packet of size sp and prx is the probability that the
672 node receives a polling packet (i.e., it is in the receive
673 state). The detailed derivation of prx is given in [22]. How-
674 ever, for large n and average energy harvesting rate k, prx

675 can be approximated by:
676

prx ¼
k

Prx
� tpoll þ 2tta þ ttx

2tpoll þ 2tta þ ttx
: ð10Þ

678678

679The network throughput and inter-arrival time can be
680computed using S = nR and c ¼ 1

R respectively.
681Unlike slotted CSMA, the network throughput for ID
682polling is independent of n when n is large. However, if
683k� Prx, the achievable throughput is very small. This is be-
684cause the probability of a successful poll is small since the
685time in which a sensor spends in receive state is much
686shorter than the time in charging state. Another drawback
687of ID polling is that the sink has to know the unique IDs of
688all the sensors in the network which may not be possible if
689we allow new nodes to be added or failed nodes to be re-
690moved over time.

6915. Probabilistic polling for WSN-HEAP

6925.1. Probabilistic polling protocol description

693We propose to address the drawbacks of ID polling by
694designing a probabilistic polling protocol that adapts to
695the energy harvesting rates and/or the number of nodes
696in WSN-HEAP to achieve high throughput, fairness and
697scalability.
698In probabilistic polling, instead of having the sensor’s
699unique ID in the polling packet, the sink sets a contention
700probability, pc, in the polling packet to indicate the proba-
701bility that a sensor should transmit its data packet. Upon
702receiving the polling packet, a node would generate a ran-
703dom number x 2 [0,1]. The sensor transmits its data packet
704if x < pc; otherwise, it will either remain in the receive state
705or transit to the charging state when its energy falls below
706the energy required to transmit one data packet. Ideally,
707only one out of all the sensors that are in receive state

Fig. 15. ID polling.
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708 when polled should transmit a data packet. Accordingly,
709 the value of pc is updated as follows:

711 1:712 Send a polling packet with contention probability
713 pc.
714 2:715 if no sensor responds to the polling packet then
716 3:717 increase pc

718 4:719 else if a data packet is successfully received from
720 one of the sensor nodes
721722 or there is a packet loss due to a weak signal
723 received from a single node
724725 then
726 5:727 maintain pc at current value
728 6:729 else if there is a collision between two or more
730 sensor nodes as indicated
731732 by a corrupted data packet then
733 7:734 decrease pc

735 8:736 end if
737 9:738 Repeat step 1.
739740

741 The algorithm has to differentiate between packet
742 losses due to collision or packet error due to weak signals.
743 This can be done using the method described in [32] which
744 uses error patterns within a physical-layer symbol in order
745 to expose statistical differences between collision and
746 weak signal based losses.
747 The contention probability, pc, is adjusted dynamically
748 as follows: Since the data packet is usually larger than
749 the polling packet, a collision will take longer than an
750 unsuccessful poll when no node responds to the polling
751 packet. Therefore, it would be better to increase the con-
752 tention probability gradually when polling is unsuccessful
753 and decrease the contention probability by a larger
754 amount whenever there are collisions. Hence, an addi-
755 tive-increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) protocol is
756 ideal for our case and we show in our performance
757 evaluation that AIMD gives higher throughput than other
758 schemes like multiplicative-increase multiplicative-
759 decrease (MIMD), additive-increase additive-decrease
760 (AIAD) and multiplicative-increase additive-decrease
761 (MIAD).
762 Consequently, node additions or failures as well as
763 changes in the energy harvesting rates are implicitly man-
764 aged: When more nodes are added, the contention proba-
765 bility will decrease so as to reduce the number of
766 collisions. When there are node failures or removal of
767 nodes from the networks, the contention probability will
768 increase. Similarly, when the average energy harvesting
769 rates increase (decrease), the contention probability will
770 decrease (increase).

771 5.2. Analysis of probabilistic polling

772 When the contention probability is estimated accu-
773 rately, probabilistic polling can achieve high throughput
774 by reducing the number of collisions.

775 Lemma 1. The optimal contention probability that maxi-
776 mizes throughput is 1

nactive
where nactive(nactive P 1) is the

777 number of nodes which receive the polling packet.

778Proof. There can be different outcomes when a polling
779packet is transmitted to all its active neighbors. The prob-
780ability of different outcomes can be derived analytically.
781We let nactive be the number of active neighbors which
782receive the polling packet (i.e., they are not in the charging
783state). We let W be the number of nodes which transmits a
784data packet when the active nodes receive the data packet.
785The probability of a successful transmission is
786

PðW ¼1Þ¼
nactive

1

� �
pcð1�pcÞ

ðnactive�1Þ ¼ nactivepcð1�pcÞ
ðnactive�1Þ

:

ð11Þ 788788

789The probability that no node responds to the polling packet
790is
791

PðW ¼ 0Þ ¼ ð1� pcÞ
nactive : ð12Þ 793793

794The probability of a collision is

PðW > 1Þ ¼ 1� PðW ¼ 0Þ � PðW ¼ 1Þ: 796796

797To maximize throughput, we would want to maximize
798(11). To determine the optimal value of pc, we evaluate

799
dPðW¼1Þ

dpc
¼ 0 and get

nactiveð1� pcÞ
nactive�1 � ðnactive � 1Þpcð1� pcÞ

nactive�2 ¼ 0 801801

802After rearranging the terms, the optimal contention proba-
803bility, popt is given by
804

popt ¼
1

nactive
: ð13Þ

806806

807h

808We evaluate the various probability by varying the
809number of active nodes as shown in Fig. 16.

810Lemma 2. If the optimal contention probability is used and
811there are no losses due to poor channel conditions, then the
812probability of a successful poll is always larger than the
813probability of not receiving any response from a node or an
814unsuccessful poll due to collision between two or more
815sending nodes for large values of nactive.
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Fig. 16. Probability of different outcomes for a polling attempt.
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816 Proof. We find the limits of the probability of different
817 outcomes. By substituting (13) into (11) and taking limits,

lim
nactive!þ1

PðW ¼ 1Þ ¼ lim
nactive!þ1

1� 1
nactive

� �ðnactive�1Þ

¼
limnactive!þ1 1� 1

nactive

� �nactive

limnactive!þ1 1� 1
nactive

� � :

819819

820 Since limx!þ1 1� 1
x

� �x ¼ 1
e and limx!þ1ð1� 1

xÞ ¼ 1,

lim
nactive!þ1

PðW ¼ 1Þ ¼ 1
e
� 0:368:

822822

823 Similarly, by substituting (13) into (12) and taking limits,

lim
nactive!þ1

PðW ¼ 0Þ ¼ lim
nactive!þ1

1� 1
nactive

� �nactive

¼ 1
e
� 0:368:

825825

826 Therefore,

lim
nactive!þ1

PðW > 0Þ ¼ 1� lim
nactive!þ1

PðW ¼ 0Þ

� lim
nactive!þ1

PðW ¼ 1Þ ¼ 1� 2
e
� 0:264:

828828

829 h

830 This analysis shows that the minimum success proba-
831 bility is at least 36.8% even when the number of active
832 nodes is large and up to 100% for low number of active
833 nodes. Even though the probability of not receiving any
834 data packet is up to 36.8%, this is less of a problem than
835 packet collision since the size of the polling packet is much
836 smaller than that of a data packet and another polling
837 packet can be sent once a node senses that there are no
838 data transmissions from neighboring active nodes. For
839 the worst case scenario when there is data packet collision,
840 this happens in at most 26.4% of the time.

841 5.3. Throughput analysis of probabilistic polling

842 We derive the throughput of probabilistic polling based
843 on the node density, energy harvesting rate as well as the
844 contention probability adjustment scheme used. We let pi

845 be the contention probability for the ith polling packet sent
846 by the sink, and let it be initialized to pini, i.e.,

p1 ¼ pini:848848

849 We let plin to be the linear factor, pmi (pmi > 1) be the
850 multiplicative-increase factor and pmd (pmd < 1) be the mul-
851 tiplicative-decrease factor. Therefore, we have

pinc ¼
plin for AIMD and AIAD
ðpmi � 1Þpi for MIMD and MIAD

�
853853

854 and

pdec ¼
plin for AIAD and MIAD;
ð1� pmdÞpi for AIMD and MIMD:

�
856856

857 If X is the number of nodes which are currently in the re-
858 ceive state, then:
859

PðX ¼ xÞ ¼
n

x

� �
px

rxð1� prxÞ
n�x
; ð14Þ

861861

862where prx is the probability that a node receives the polling
863packet.
864If the number of nodes is small, then most of the har-
865vested energy are used for the transmission of the data
866packets, and prx can be approximated by
867

prx ¼
ktpoll

1:5tpollPrx þ ttaPta þ ttxPtx
; ð15Þ

869869

870where k is the average energy harvesting rate. If the num-
871ber of nodes is high, then prx can be approximated using
872(10).
873We let Y be the number of nodes which send a data
874packet to the sink in response to the polling packet. The
875probability that no sensor node responds to the polling
876packet is given by
877

PðY ¼ 0Þ ¼ PðX ¼ 0ÞþPðX ¼ 1Þð1�piÞþ � � �þPðX ¼ nÞð1�piÞ
n
:

ð16Þ 879879

880The probability that exactly one sensor node responds
881to the polling packet is given by
882

PðY ¼ 1Þ ¼ PðX ¼ 1Þpi þ
2
1

� �
PðX ¼ 2Þpið1� piÞ

þ � � � þ
n

1

� �
PðX ¼ nÞpið1� piÞ

n�1
: ð17Þ

884884

885The probability that more than one sensor node re-
886spond to the polling packet which will result in a corrupted
887packet at the sink is given by
888

PðY > 1Þ ¼ 1� PðY ¼ 0Þ � PðY ¼ 1Þ: ð18Þ 890890

891Then, the contention probability is updated as follows:
892

piþ1 ¼

PðY ¼ 0Þminðpi þ pinc;1Þ þ PðY ¼ 1Þpiþ
PðY > 1Þðpi � pdecÞ for AIMD and MIMD
PðY ¼ 0Þminðpi þ pinc;1Þ þ PðY ¼ 1Þpiþ
PðY > 1Þmaxðpi � pdec; �Þ for AIAD and MIAD

8>>><
>>>:

ð19Þ 894894

895By evaluating (16)–(19) recursively, pi may converge to
896a value if the values of pinc and pdec are well-chosen. If pi

897converges, we let the converged value of pi be pcv. Then,
898assuming packet failures are only due to collisions and
899not packet errors, the network throughput can be com-
900puted using

S ¼ 1

1þ PðY>1Þ
PðY¼1Þ

� �
tpoll þ 2tta þ ttx
� �

þ PðY¼0Þ
PðY¼1Þ ðtpoll þ 2tta þ tccaÞ

;

ð20Þ 902902

903where P(Y = 0), P(Y = 1) and P(Y > 1) can be computed by
904substituting pcv into (16)–(18) respectively. The lower
905and upper bound of the throughput can be obtained by
906using the values of prx calculated in (10) and (15).
907The throughput for each node is S/n, therefore the inter-
908arrival time for data packets from each node is given by

c ¼ n
S
: ð21Þ 910910
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911 5.4. Optimal polling for WSN-HEAP

912 While optimal polling cannot be implemented in prac-
913 tice, it gives us an upper bound on the maximum theoret-
914 ical throughput attainable based on a polling MAC
915 protocol. In the optimal polling scheme, the sink knows
916 the current state (charging, receive or transmit) of every
917 sensor node. If there is only one sensor node that is in
918 the receive state, the sink will poll that sensor node. If
919 there is no sensor node that is in the receive state, the sink
920 will defer sending a polling packet for a duration of tpoll. If
921 there is more than one sensor node in the receive state, the
922 sink will poll the sensor node that has the lowest per-node
923 throughput so as to maximize the fairness metric. The
924 probabilities of these different scenarios can be computed
925 using (14). The network throughput can then be computed
926 using

S ¼ 1
ðtpoll þ 2tta þ ttxÞ þ PðX¼0Þ

PðX>0Þ ðtpoll þ 2tta þ tccaÞ
: ð22Þ

928928

929 For large n, and assuming an average energy harvesting
930 rate of k for all nodes, where k� Prx, the network through-
931 put for ID and optimal polling can be written as follows:

SID ¼
prx

T þ tcca þ prxðttx � tccaÞ
;

SOpt ¼
prx

Tþtcca
n þ prxðttx � tccaÞ

:
933933

934 Hence, it is clear that for large n, SID remains constant while
935 SOpt increases for increasing n.

936 6. Simulation results

937 6.1. Simulation scenario and parameters

938 To evaluate the performance of various MAC protocols
939 as well as to validate our analysis, we use the Qualnet
940 [33] network simulator to simulate a WSN-HEAP compris-
941 ing a sink and n nodes deployed randomly over a 50 m by
942 50 m area. We consider data packet sizes (sd) of 800 bits
943 (100 bytes) and polling and acknowledgment packet sizes
944 (sp and sack) of 120 bits (15 bytes).
945 The carrier sensing time (tcca) is 0.128 ms while the
946 hardware turnaround time (tta) is 0.192 ms as given in
947 the 802.15.4 [31] standards. Table 5 summarizes the
948 parameter values used in our simulations. Each simulation
949 point for the performance graphs is averaged over 10 sim-
950 ulation runs of 100 s each, except for short-term fairness,
951 which is evaluated over periods of 10 s using different en-
952 ergy charging distributions as shown in Fig. 8.

953 6.2. Characterization of MAC schemes

954 In this section, we characterize the performance of each
955 MAC scheme for various network sizes and energy harvest-
956 ing rates. We set the average energy harvesting rate at
957 2 mW and vary n from 10 to 200 to determine the perfor-
958 mance for low (0.004 node/m2) and high (0.08 node/m2)
959 density sensor networks. As the average energy charging
960 time is unlikely to be constant in real scenarios because

961it is dependent on environmental factors as well as the
962type of energy harvesters used, we need to ensure that
963our model is accurate for different charging rates. The
964range of energy harvesting rates (k) we use are obtained
965from datasheets of commercial energy harvesters and
966empirical measurements. The thermal energy harvesters
967by Micropelt [24] can generate 0.23–6.3 mW. Our mea-
968surements show that energy harvesting rates range from
9690.28 mW to 7.35 mW for different energy harvesters. In
970our simulations, the energy harvesting rates range from
9711 mW to 10 mW (with n = 100) to take into account the
972different types and sizes of energy harvesters.

9736.2.1. Slotted CSMA
974The throughput results with the corresponding 95%
975confidence intervals for the slotted CSMA protocol are
976shown in Fig. 17a and b. As expected, the protocol does
977not scale to large number of sensor nodes and/or high en-
978ergy harvesting rates due to excessive number of collisions
979when there are too many concurrent transmissions in a
980single slot. In addition, we also observe that the simulation
981results match our analysis well, validating our analytical
982model for slotted CSMA.

9836.2.2. Unslotted CSMA
984Next, the results for the unslotted CSMA protocol are
985shown in Fig. 18 for varying values of the maximum back-
986off exponent (maxBE). The performance results show that
987having a larger maximum backoff exponent will increase
988throughput when the number of nodes increases. How-
989ever, the main tradeoff is that fairness will decrease since
990some nodes will have much lower per-node throughput
991compared to other nodes due to unfairness induced by
992the backoff mechanism. This observation is concurrent
993with what is observed in 802.11 wireless networks [34].
994In fact, when the backoff exponent is unbounded (by
995assigning maxBE to 1), the throughput saturates but the
996fairness metric does not converge to 1 even in the long-
997term. For other values of maxBE, the fairness metric will
998converge to 1 in the long-term but they induce short-term
999unfairness to varying degrees. We also observe that there is
1000an optimal value of maxBE that maximizes fairness for high
1001values of n (8 in our scenario). When maxBE is small, the

Table 5
Values of various parameters used
in simulation.

Parameter Value

n Ranges from
10 to 200

Prx 72.6 mW
Pta 78.15 mW
Ptx 83.7 mW
sack 15 bytes
sd 100 bytes
sp 15 bytes
tcca 0.128 ms
ttx 4.096 ms
tta 0.192 ms
k 1–10 mW
a 250 kbps
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1002 overall throughput is low for large number of n, so the
1003 unfairness is mainly due to some nodes being starved as

1004a result of excessive collisions. When maxBE is high, the
1005overall throughput is high and the unfairness is due to
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Fig. 17. Throughput for slotted CSMA.
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Fig. 18. Throughput and fairness for varying number of WSN-HEAP nodes (n) with unslotted CSMA (k = 2 mW).
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1006 some nodes having longer backoff periods than other
1007 nodes. Therefore, there is a value of maxBE that maximizes
1008 fairness when n is high depending on the type and degree
1009 of unfairness due to either excessive collisions or unequal
1010 backoff periods.

1011 6.2.3. ID polling
1012 The throughput results with the corresponding 95%
1013 confidence intervals for the ID polling protocol are shown
1014 in Fig. 19. As expected, the network throughput is invariant
1015 with the network size. When we increase the energy har-
1016 vesting rates, the throughput for ID polling increases as
1017 the probability of polling a sensor node increases. In addi-
1018 tion, we also observe that the simulation results match our
1019 analysis well, validating our analytical model for ID polling.

1020 6.2.4. Probabilistic polling
1021 Finally, we consider probabilistic polling. First, we vali-
1022 date our analytical model. The results in Fig. 20 shows that
1023 the actual throughput and inter-arrival time lies within the
1024 lower and upper bounds given by our analysis. Next, we
1025 compared AIMD scheme with other schemes (AIAD, MIAD
1026 and MIMD) using pini = 0.01, plin = 0.01, pmi = 2, pmd = 0.5
1027 and � = 0.01. The results are illustrated in Fig. 21. From
1028 the performance results, adjustment of the polling proba-
1029 bility using the AIMD scheme outperforms other schemes
1030 which validates our motivation for using AIMD as ex-
1031 plained in Section 5.1. We also need to determine the opti-
1032 mal values of plin and pmd. Fig. 22 shows the simulation
1033 results using different value pairs of (plin,pmd). If plin is too
1034 small, the throughput will be reduced since it would take
1035 a longer time to reach the optimal polling probability. If plin

1036 is too large, the optimal polling probability may not be
1037 reachable. Similarly, if pmd is too small, the decrease would
1038 be too large (since pdec = (1 � pmd)pi), therefore it would
1039 take a longer time to reach the optimal probability. If pmd

1040 is too large, it would take many successive collisions to de-
1041 crease the polling probability to the optimal range which
1042 reduces throughput.

10436.3. Performance comparison of MAC protocols for WSN-HEAP

1044We have studied the performance of four MAC proto-
1045cols when used in WSN-HEAP. The unslotted CSMA, slotted
1046CSMA and ID polling protocols are modified for WSN-HEAP
1047while probabilistic polling is designed specifically for use
1048in WSN-HEAP. To compare the performance of these proto-
1049cols with the theoretical maximum achievable, we have
1050added the optimal polling MAC protocol for comparison.
1051For the unslotted CSMA, we let maxBE =1 since we want
1052to maximize throughput. The different performance met-
1053rics are illustrated in Fig. 23. The performance results show
1054that ID polling gives consistently low throughput. This is
1055because the probability of successfully polling a selected
1056node is low since the node is only active for very short peri-
1057ods of time.
1058For CSMA, the unslotted CSMA protocol outperforms
1059the slotted version. This is due to two main factors. Firstly,
1060for large number of WSN-HEAP nodes, the number of col-
1061lisions can be reduced by having a backoff scheme. Sec-
1062ondly, by not having time slots, energy required is
1063reduced during the carrier sensing state. This is because
1064once the node senses that the channel is busy, it can go into
1065the charging state to recharge immediately. Although uns-
1066lotted CSMA gives the highest throughput in most cases, its
1067fairness is low especially when the number of nodes is
1068high. For probabilistic polling, the throughput is only mar-
1069ginally lower than that of the unslotted CSMA (for max-
1070BE =1) but performs best among all the MAC protocols
1071in terms of fairness. This shows that probabilistic polling
1072is well-suited for use in WSN-HEAP to achieve high
1073throughput and fairness.
1074Next, we vary the energy harvesting rates. The network
1075throughput, short-term fairness and inter-arrival time are
1076illustrated in Fig. 24. When the average energy harvesting
1077rate is increased, throughput is increased because the
1078WSN-HEAP nodes can transmit more frequently as less
1079time is needed to harvest energy to transmit one packet.
1080However, increased contention for the wireless channel
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Fig. 19. Throughput for ID polling.
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Fig. 20. Throughput and inter-arrival time for probabilistic polling.
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Fig. 21. Comparison of different contention probability (pc) adjustment schemes for probabilistic polling (plin = 0.01,pmi = 2,pmd = 0.5).
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1081 may result in excess collisions. For the slotted CSMA proto-
1082 col, throughput decreases with increasing energy harvest-

1083ing rate because there is no contention resolution scheme
1084to reduce concurrent transmissions when the average
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Fig. 22. Comparison of different parameters (plin and pmd) for probabilistic polling.
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Fig. 23. Performance metrics for varying number of WSN-HEAP nodes (n) for different MAC schemes (k = 2 mW).
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1085 number of active nodes per time slot increases. For the
1086 unslotted CSMA, the throughput remains fairly constant
1087 because of the effectiveness of the backoff scheme in
1088 reducing contention, however the fairness is low because
1089 some nodes get to transmit more often than the others.
1090 For ID polling, throughput increases with increasing energy
1091 harvesting rate because the probability of a successful poll
1092 increases as the average charging time for each charge cy-
1093 cle reduces. For probabilistic polling, the contention prob-

1094ability acts as an effective contention resolution scheme as
1095it can adapt to the number of active nodes. The contention
1096probability decreases (increases) as the number of active
1097nodes increases (decreases). Furthermore, the fairness is
1098high as every active node has equal probability of respond-
1099ing to the polling packet. From the performance analysis,
1100probabilistic polling MAC protocol can give high through-
1101put and fairness as well as low inter-arrival times when
1102we increase the energy harvesting rates.
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Fig. 24. Performance metrics for varying energy harvesting rates for different MAC schemes with 100 nodes (n = 100).

Table 6
Comparison between different MAC protocols.

Property Slotted
CSMA

Unslotted
CSMA

ID
polling

Probabilistic
polling

Does the protocol gives high throughput? Only for low number of nodes Only for large backoff window sizes No Yes
Does the protocol gives high fairness? Only for low number of nodes Only for small backoff window sizes No Yes
Scalability (i.e., throughput does not

decrease when n increases)
No Only for unlimited backoff window size Yes Yes
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1103 7. Conclusion and future work

1104 Wireless sensor networks that are powered by ambient
1105 energy harvesting (WSN-HEAP) is a promising technology
1106 for many sensing applications as this eliminates the need
1107 to replace batteries as well as the need for battery disposal,
1108 which is detrimental to our environment. However, the
1109 current state of energy harvesting technology is unable to
1110 provide a sustained energy supply to power WSNs contin-
1111 uously given the size constraints of the energy harvester in
1112 the sensor node, therefore WSN-HEAP can only be active
1113 for short periods of times. Moreover, the charging times
1114 are unpredictable as shown in our experimental results,
1115 making the use of many existing MAC protocols designed
1116 for WSN unsuitable or non-optimal when used in WSN-
1117 HEAP.
1118 In this paper, we studied different MAC protocols that
1119 can be used in WSN-HEAP. We presented analytical models
1120 for the slotted CSMA, identity polling, probabilistic polling
1121 and optimal polling MAC schemes. We also derived the
1122 performance metrics, sensor and network throughput, as
1123 functions of the number of sensor nodes, charging rate,
1124 transmission time, transmit power and receive power. This
1125 gives us insights on how the performance metrics are af-
1126 fected by different parameters. Our analytical models were
1127 validated using simulations developed on the QualNet sim-
1128 ulator using energy charging characteristics of commer-
1129 cially available energy harvesting sensor nodes. Table 6
1130 summarizes the behavior of various MAC protocols in
1131 WSN-HEAP.
1132 The evaluation results show that probabilistic polling,
1133 specially designed using the energy characteristics of
1134 WSN-HEAP nodes, gives high throughput and fairness
1135 while having low inter-arrival times and therefore is suit-
1136 able to be used in WSN-HEAP. Furthermore, probabilistic
1137 polling is scalable to very high number of nodes, making
1138 it suitable to be deployed in dense sensor networks.
1139 For future work, we are developing multi-hop MAC pro-
1140 tocols for WSN-HEAP to support the use of multi-hop rout-
1141 ing protocols so as to extend the range of WSN-HEAP.
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